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AUTOMATION
General - VFC-1200

Individual dynamic torque vector

32 Bit Rsic high speed calculations

0.3 Hz reaches 150%, 0.5 Hz reaches 200%

Uses 32 Bit RSIC high speed calculations to

reach the best stable condition for the motor
operation.

Advanced multi-function control
Uses V/F control and vector control, also

high efficiency, low noise

supplies 4 types of control mode.

High Efficiency, Low Noise, Multi-Functional,

High-Speed control and stable turning torque
specialty

Built in rs422/485 (Uses modbus)
Built-in RS422/485 uses MODBUS

Motor Parameter (DYnamic / static)

international communication protocol.

Motor Parameter can be used in both dynamic

Highest Baud Rate can reach 1152000 bps.

and static auto tuning (EASY TUNING). When in

Fault detection record

temperature.

Fault detection record, product serial number,

procedure, motor functions are not affected by

and temperature look-up. As well as parameter
password protection included.

IM Motor - VFC-560

Stable and reliable

No Encoder or hall sensor needed
Without encoder or Hall sensor to realize VF or
vector control.

Stable and reliable over-voltage and over-

current stall control algorithm. This allows for
instantaneous power down without stopping
control, preventing frequent tripping under

Advanced vector control
The advanced vector control algorithm has
better low speed stability, stronger low

frequency torque output capability and better
dynamic response.

complex applications.

rs485 communication interface
RS485 communication interface, using

multi-section speed control

standard MODBUS communication protocol.

Comes with multi-section speed control with a

additional features

maximum of 16 sections.

LIFT - VFC-770

PLC, PID module and pulse count control.

sensorless closed loop

closed-loop controller
Closed-loop controller for synchronous and

This is the operation of synchronous motors

pluggable sensor and systems

provides STATE-OF-THE-ART characteristics for

asynchronous motors up to 800KW with modular

without encoder feedback. Our control system
dynamic and efficient speed and torque

Torque and Speed control

adjustments. Also suitable for standard high

Torque and Speed control in re-winders and un-

closed loop direct drives.

winders

Compact servo drive
Compact servo drive with integrated or master
position control

additional features

frequency servo drives, special machinery or

Highly compact design
Our Highly compact design is optimized for

usage in single axis application, n machinery
and equipment.

- Mini-Automation Device.

- Internal Single-Axis Positioning for 16
positions

- Speed or Angle-Synchronous drive with
electronic gearing
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